A unilateral weighted shift T on a Hubert space H is an operator such that Ten = wne"+¡ for some orthonormal basis { e" }¡f_ o and weight sequence { wh }?-o-"f we assume wn > 0, for all n, and let ß(n) = w0 ■ ■ ■ w/¡_¡ for n > 0 and ß(0) = 1, then T is unitarily equivalent to/1-» zf on the weighted space H2(ß) of formal power series
1. Introduction and notation. Let U be the unilateral shift on the Hardy space H2. It follows from Beurling's theorem that a function/is noncyclic for U* if and only if f e (cpH2)-1 for some inner function tp. But this is not a very useful condition for determining whether a given function is cyclic for U*. In [2] , Douglas, Shields and Shapiro give a much more useful characterization (Theorem 2.2.1), which has as one of its consequences Theorem 2.2.4, which states that if / is analytic in a neighborhood of the unit disk then/is either cyclic or a rational function. Since the functions which are contained in a finite-dimensional i/*-invariant subspace are precisely the rational functions, Theorem 2.2.4 can be restated as follows.
Theorem 0. If f is analytic in a neighborhood of the unit disk, then either f is cyclic for U* or fis contained in a finite-dimensional U*-invariant subspace.
The main result of this paper is that this is true for any hyponormal weighted shift with unit norm. This is proved in §2; in §3 the finite-dimensional invariant subspaces for hyponormal weighted shifts are characterized.
Throughout this paper T will be a hyponormal weighted shift with unit norm. We use the weighted space notation used in [3] , and we assume that T is the operator on its spectrum, point spectrum, and approximate spectrum, respectively. If/ e H2(ß), then [/]* will be the smallest r*-invariant subspace containing/.
Since T is hyponormal with unit norm, we have wn|l, so [ß(n)]l/n -* 1. It follows that any function in H2(ß) is analytic on the unit disk. If \a\ < 1 and « is a nonnegative integer, let
Then Ka " e H2(ß) and, for any /in H2(ß), we have y-« Since the function ^Ta>0 will be used particularly often, when it is convenient we will call it Ka.
2. The main result. Theorem 1. If T is a hyponormal unilateral weighted shift with unit norm and f is analytic in a neighborhood of the unit disk, then either f is cyclic or f is contained in a finite-dimensional T*-invariant subspace.
We prove this by way of the following lemmas. (ii) {T* -"A^K"") = lJt~^YyK«"-' f°ra"yn>0-Proof, (i) For any g in H2(ß), we have (g, (T* -ä)Ka) = <(z -a)g, Ka) = 0, so (T* -a~)Ka = 0. Conversely, suppose (T* -a~)f = 0. Since the polynomials are dense in H2(ß) and (T -a) is bounded below (by Proposition 8.13 in [1] ), if g is in H2(ß), then the function (g -g(a))/(z -a) is also in H2(ß). Thus if g e H2(ß), then
If M is an invariant subspace for T* then ojT*\M)n{\z\<l} = ov(T*\M).
Proof. Let ä e aap(T*\M) with \a\ < 1. Then there exists a sequence of functions {/"} in M such that \\f\\ = 1 and \\(T* -ä)/"|| -0. Let /" = cnKa + gn, where g" 1 Ka. Then ||(r* -S)gH\\ -+ 0. The subspace (T* -ë){Ka}± is the range of T* -a, which is closed by Proposition 8.13 of [1] , so T* -ä: {Ka}±-> (T* -a){Ka}x is invertible. This implies T* -ä is bounded below on {Ka}-1, so ||g"|| -» 0. Since 11/"| | and ||g"|| are bounded, the sequence {c"} is bounded, so it has a convergent subsequence {c"k}. Let c = limlt^00cnj. Then /" -» cKa, so ä e op(T*\M). a In this way we obtain a sequence {ak} of points in the disk {\z\ < r}.
Suppose a occurs in {ak } at least j times, and let A^ be the positive integer such that the/th occurrence of a in ( ak} is aN. Then 
